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Fruition. The editor's introduction is both a raison d'etre
and a brief review of the main conceptions and influences
in medical thought over the 2 500 years covered; compe-

tent but necessarily superficial; a worthwhile introduction
to the topic for the undergraduate student and general
reader. There is an index and a guide to further reading.
Does this book serve the purpose of the History of

Science Readings series to which it belongs? The works
reproduced are easily available in original English or in
translation. Most are well known. Editing has been con-

fined to selection of excerpts-though these are well
chosen so that the marshalled writings fulfil well the
author's intentions. Inevitably there have had to be im-
portant omissions-Mead and Sir George Baker, for
example; but most of the authors are included on merit.
Nevertheless, another edition could have made a greatly
different selection-a reflection of the numbers of
'significant' authors rather than any very personal view
of this editor. One point for doctois in occupational
medicine: none of the works reproduced is in his specialty
unless scurvy in seamen and radon-induced dermatitis be
so considered. Nevertheless, this book will leave him with
a better understanding of the historic swing of medical
thought, and all for a small price.

P. FROGGATT

Occupational Health 1970-71. Review of the FirstYear.
By J. A. Lunn. (Pp. 8.) Northwick Park Hospital
Management Committee. 1971.

Dr. Lunn, in his report, recotds the first year of the Staff
Health Service. The objectives, achievements, and the
future are discussed.
One of the distinguishing and fascinating features is

the description of the establishment of a new service in a

new hospital. Dr. Lunn states that most services have
been established in old hospitals, where new services were
sometimes regarded as intrusions, but in this case the
staff were expecting a new service to function immediately.
His difficulty was to fulfil the needs of the staff satis-
factorily and promptly. There were, of course, difficulties,
but in December 1970 four rooms became available for
the service. This accommodation is still only temporary
but has proved satisfactory.
He states, 'no staff health service can hope to prosper

without the help and co-operation of the hospital adminis-
tration. This has always been forthcoming, and has been
a major factor in whatever successes have been achieved'.
Quite obviously, Dr. Lunn appreciates his good fortune.
The arrangements that he has made for resident staff in
sickness and in health differ fundamentally from those
established in industrial organizations. Many staff,
though free to choose any general practitioner they wish,
often preferred to register with the Staff Health Service.
Of the resident staff in the hospital, 133 were nursing and
151 non-nursing. Because there were no sick-bay facilities,
and there was a need for care in their own rooms when
staff were ill, a home help system was established. 'This
scheme has been an outstanding success.'

Other duties undertaken have been the medical
selection of staff; immunization programmes; the setting
uip of confidential medical records of staff; investigation

of accidents to staff, in particular, the dangre from in-
correctly discarded needles was investigated, and suitable
containers for used needles were provided. Visits to
different areas of the hospital have been undertaken by
the doctor and senior occupational health nursing
officer with the co-operation of the heads of the depart-
ments involved. Hazards to health detected have been
investigated. Some of these investigations are described
in the report. Plans for the future are outlined. To achieve
all their objectives the staff of the Health Service will
require time as well as continued enthusiasm; meanwhile,
both they and the administrators are to be congratulated
on their very considerable achievements in 1970-71.

SUZETrE GAUVAIN

Encyclopaedia of Occupational Health and Safety,
Volume I. A-K. (Pp. xi + 753; illustrated; £18-00 for
the 2 volumes.) Geneva: I.L.O. 1971. (Volume II
to be published Spring 1972.)

This encyclopaedia was last published between 1930 and
1934-about 40 years ago-although a number of supple-
ments were published up to 1944. The undoubted value
of the publication prompts one to make the suggestion
that it should be produced every 10 years, and that it
would be almost worth considering whether a special
office should not be set aside for the task of continuous
revision if indeed this is not already being done. Doctors
Murray and Meiklejohn were members of the Character
and Contents Committee from, but not necessarily
representing, the United Kingdom. The material appears
to be up to date to 1968, and it was in the reviewer's
hands by the end of 1971, which is not bad going for an
international publication of this size and complexity.
The general scheme in the book is to describe the

layout of the industrial process, the dangers (the reviewer
is allergic to the word 'hazards'), and then the safety,
health, and legislative implications. Some of the diagrams
and photographs of processes are a little too complicated
to understand, and more simple annotation would have
been welcome. Indeed, in some places space might have
been saved by omitting a large diagram and substituting
a few lines of simple description instead. The paper
quality has limited to a certain extent the precision of the
half-tone and colour reproduction, but it has also
doubtless kept the price down. It is a pity that there is
no index of contributors, but they appear to have been
carefully chosen and the national experts accurately
identified; for example, from among the U.K. writers
John Gilson writes on asbestosis, R. S. F. Schilling on
byssinosis, R. I. McCallum on decompression sickness,
and John Rogan on coal miners' pneumoconiosis.
The book makes fascinating reading on every con-

ceivable occupation which has a health and safety slant,
and it should be on the shelves of those engaged in public
as well as industrial health, since it includes articles on
such subjects as abattoirs, which is the first heading, and
on other subjects which overlap the public health field.
The last paragraph is frankly clinical-on Kienbock's
disease-and if, at this point, the reader should ex-
perience an uneasy feeling of ignorance, this can quickly
be dispelled by referring to, or better still by buying, the
book itself. There is even an article on the health risks of
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